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Disclaimer
This document presents an update on the progress of the Financial Services Trade Associations
Review following the release of the Next Steps paper in July 2015. It does not present an evaluation
of the legal, regulatory and related implications, if any, of the assessment and recommendation
presented in this paper. Legal, regulatory and related implications will be evaluated in detail as part
of a due diligence process.
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Organisations
The organisations referred to in this document are listed below:

Trade associations
ABFA

The Asset Based Finance Association

AFME

The Association of Financial Markets in Europe

BBA

The British Bankers’ Association

BSA

The Building Societies Association

CML

The Council of Mortgage Lenders

CBI

The Confederation of British Industry

EBF

The European Banking Federation

FLA

The Finance & Leasing Association

IA

The Investment Association

IMLA

The Intermediary Mortgage Lenders Association

PUK

Payments UK (formerly the Payments Council)

TISA

The Tax Incentivised Savings Association

UKCA

The UK Cards Association

WMA

The Wealth Management Association

Others
BBC

The British Broadcasting Corporation

FFA UK Financial Fraud Action UK
FT

The Financial Times

NS&I

National Savings & Investments

UKPA UK Payments Administration Ltd
UKRep The United Kingdom Permanent Representation to the European Union
WSJ

The Wall Street Journal
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Foreword
This document is the latest stage in a process that started with a consultation document published in
January 2015 and was followed by publication of the Next Steps document on 17th July this year.
I would like to thank those who responded to the July document and those trade associations with
whom we have worked in recent months. We have had excellent engagement with stakeholders,
members and trade associations. The openness of the trade associations has played an important part
in enabling us to produce this recommendation. There is undoubtedly a collective commitment to
working together to improve the effectiveness of representation of the financial services industry.
I am pleased to now make a recommendation for consideration by members of existing trade
associations. Since I was appointed in May 2015 to lead this Independent Review, I have sought to
work in a way which is consistent with the principles of openness, transparency and accountability.
This document therefore contains not only our recommendation but also shows in detail the analysis,
assumptions and arguments behind that recommendation.
Change and consolidation in any sector is never easy, and this document recognises there are
challenges associated with the recommendation. However I am confident the way forward we
propose is one that would lead to the creation of a truly world-class trade association. It would be
equipped with a stronger voice for the industry whilst also delivering an enhanced service and
improved value for money for members. The voices of all its members would be heard through a fresh
approach to governance and it would prove to be an attractive place to work by being a first-class
employer. I believe that it is time now to move to a clear in-principle decision about the future.
I look forward to further debate over the proposals we have put forward. I and my team will be happy
to discuss the proposal with any of you if this would be helpful.
Ed Richards, 19th November 2015
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Executive Summary
The Next Steps document published in July presented four options for improving the effectiveness of
representation in the financial services trade association landscape, ranging from enhanced
coordination to full integration. This document proposes a single revised recommendation, drawing
on the feedback we have received and a range of further analysis including a cost-benefit analysis.
We received 36 responses from the full cross-section of membership and other interested parties.
There was a broad consensus in support of some level of integration. The responses revealed broad
agreement with our analysis of commonality of interest, and the benefits of increased scale and scope.
There was also widespread agreement with the range of solutions proposed, and our suggested
purposes and attributes of an effective trade association. Many reiterated concerns they had
previously expressed about the risk of loss of voice for smaller members and the retention of technical
expertise. Concerns were also raised about the cost to members, and the continuity of service during
a transition. The analysis and proposals in this document seek to address these concerns as well as
other comments we have received throughout the review process.
As we set out in the July document, the case for change is strong. We expect integration to deliver
improved effectiveness for the industry through its ability to offer an industry-wide and strategic
perspective. There is considerable overlap of membership of existing trade associations, and an
underlying common interest. Integration also presents an opportunity both to address the feedback
from stakeholders that there is significant room for improvement in this area and to promote both
industry and the wider public interest.
In view of this, our recommendation is to create a new trade association by integrating the remits,
skills and capabilities of the CML, PUK, UKCA, and BBA into a wholly new organisation, and to integrate
the ABFA into the new organisation in a second phase. We described the UKPA as in scope in July and
we retain this view, and now propose a similar approach to FFA UK as a key partner for the proposed
new trade association. There are therefore seven organisations ‘in scope’ in the final recommendation
(compared to the six to nine identified in B/C options in July).
The BSA and FLA have made it clear that at this stage they do not wish to be part of the proposed
integration and while respecting this view we recommend a closer working relationship and more
effective coordination with them.
Our recommendation includes the creation of a brand new organisation. This will enable it to establish
its own style and aspirations, to be established as an organisation for the full range of potential
members, and to draw on the skills and expertise of all the existing trade associations.
The primary case for integration remains improved effectiveness. However, we have considered the
business case for change and believe that our recommendation would provide a cost-saving for
members. We have performed detailed modelling to estimate the value that would be created for the
members of the trade associations to be integrated under our recommendation.
This is only a narrow financial definition of benefit and does not include the benefits to members from
better representation or from lighter demands on their senior managers’ time.
Across all plausible scenarios, the net present value of the project is strongly positive – in the base
case it is £32.6m (over a 25 year planning horizon). Under the base case, for the first three years and
seven months, efficiency savings would be used to repay the implementation costs. After this, we
believe that fees could potentially fall by up to 30%.
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In developing a structure for the new integrated trade association we have drawn heavily on the
purposes and attributes presented in the July document, which were widely endorsed, and have
followed the principles of simplicity, subsidiarity and diversity of voice. The key governance feature is
devolved policy leadership which enables each sector to have its own decision making board (Product
& Service Boards), but without reducing the overall organisation’s capacity to take an industry-wide
perspective. The composition of boards is balanced to ensure inclusivity and the ability to represent
the full diversity of members.
We have also sought to maintain the highly-valued and detailed technical capacity of existing trade
associations. The proposed organisation design retains all key functions, with particular emphasis on
enhanced policy, research and communications divisions. We have identified a number of activities
which do not align with the core purposes of an effective trade association and that are currently
carried out by existing trade associations. Our recommendation is that the new trade association
would continue to perform these in the short term to avoid loss of service, but should quickly decide
what type of organisation is best placed to take these forward.
There are two considerations detailed in this paper that would need to be addressed prior to the
creation of the new trade association. First, the BBA and CML have closed defined benefit pensions
schemes. Whilst integration does not in any way affect existing pension liabilities, it is important that
there is a clear understanding of the options available to deal with these. Buying out the existing
pension schemes or ring-fencing the liabilities are presented as the credible options. Second, the BBA
currently has Libor-related litigation pending against it in the United States and the review will take
legal advice to ensure that any trade association consolidation has no effect on any potential liability.
We have identified the highest perceived risks in implementing the proposal and how they could be
addressed. First, the risk of increased fees is not borne out by the cost-benefit analysis, which
demonstrates that under all plausible scenarios most members should expect to see their fees fall.
Second, the risk of loss of technical expertise is mitigated by the proposed organisational design that
fully maintains the requisite range of capabilities. Third, the risks associated with the transition to a
new trade association such as loss of focus on business-as-usual would be mitigated through a wellplanned, well-governed, and appropriately-resourced implementation process. Fourth, the risk of an
IT failure would be mitigated, as part of the implementation process, by a dedicated IT work stream
that will establish a stress-tested IT system before operational launch.
We have produced an initial implementation plan based on the assumption that all core trade
associations sign up to the recommendation. We recognise that this is premature given that each
trade association must go through an internal process and their members must make their own
decision. However, it is just a planning assumption. The draft implementation plan identifies the work
streams necessary, the key activities in each, and the governance of the programme. To minimise the
risk of disruption, we have refrained from using existing trade association resources and designed a
short transition period. On the assumption that core trade associations have made their decisions by
the end of February, it is credible for the new trade association to be launched in May with completion
of the transition to full operational launch by November 2016.
We invite members of the seven in-scope organisations to respond with their views at
feedback@tradeassociationsreview.com as to whether or not they agree, in principle, with our
recommendation. We would also be very pleased to hear from any other interested parties as well.
We would welcome views being expressed as soon as possible and ideally by the end of the year to
allow us to convey these views, respecting confidentiality of member, to the respective January Board
meetings of in-scope organisations.
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1 Responses to the July document
1.1 Introduction
We received 36 responses to our July document. We would like to thank those who sent us
their views and addressed the questions we posed. We also appreciate the number of positive
comments we received about the approach we have taken to the review.

1.2 Responses to questions
Q1. Do you agree with our assessment of the benefits and risks of increased scale and scope?
There was widespread agreement with our assessment, with a number of respondents
highlighting the retention of technical expertise as being particularly important. A small
number of respondents suggested additional risks, including:


That the reputation of the trade association in general may be tarnished by activities in
one part of the sector, whereas at present the separate trade association identities
insulate them from this risk.



Greater visibility and access is only positive if the trade association has good relations with
stakeholders.



That design and delivery capability of existing trade associations is lost.



That the new trade association may struggle to establish credibility with stakeholders if it
appears to be dominated by its largest members.

Q2. Have we identified the underlying common interests which are likely to support an
effective trade association?
There was strong general agreement with our identification. A number of additional specific
comments were made, including:


A small group of respondents felt that the interests of non-bank payments and cards
institutions were not sufficiently aligned with those of retail and commercial banks to
warrant their inclusion, and that they should be treated separately.



There may be a case for including trade associations from the credit union sector and the
BSA.



One trade association commented that the most significant common interest lies in the
services offered by the trade association, rather than in the idea of commonality between
members.



That measures should be in place to accommodate new entrants.



One respondent argued that there is greater diversity than commonality across the
membership of the proposed models, and that trade associations could be better viewed
through the prism of products.

Q3. Do you agree whether the revised models present the most sensible options for
consideration?
The vast majority of respondents were satisfied with the models presented. A few
respondents suggested alternative or additional reforms, such as:
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Including in the integrated model specialised associations such as the UK Structured
Products Association.



Splitting the BBA to focus only on retail and commercial banking.

Q4. Are there any other purposes or attributes that an effective and efficient trade
association should seek to achieve?
There was strong support for our suggested purposes and attributes (provided in Appendix
1 for reference) that any new trade association should have; indeed a number of existing
trade associations have since used them as an informal benchmark to consider their current
performance.
There was some suggestion that they could have been consolidated somewhat, for example
by combining purpose 6 on professional standards with purpose 9 on training and
development; combining purpose 7 on understanding the future of the sector with purpose 8
on supporting innovation; and combining purpose 1 on representing member interests with
purpose 2 on promoting the wider public interest and 3 on building and maintaining trust.
A small number of respondents suggested additional purposes and attributes. These include:
Purposes:


Promote industry collaboration and change delivery (especially in payments and cards).



Thought leadership.



Willingness and ability to take on ‘mega-projects’ on behalf of the industry – e.g. chip and
pin.

Attributes:


Establish a clear method for handling different views between members.



Complement, not replace, member dialogue with stakeholders.



Communicate messages from stakeholders to members.

One respondent challenged purpose 9, “to promote and offer high-quality training and
development where appropriate”. This respondent argued that a trade association ought not
to provide training itself, but should instead signpost members to existing training providers,
work with educators, professional bodies and others to fill any gaps identified.

Q5. Recognising that we do not have a detailed cost-benefit assessment at this stage, in
principle, which is (are) your preferred model(s) and why?
Whilst there was not a unanimous view, there was a strong prevailing trend in support of
Models B and C, or a hybrid thereof – this is referred to as ‘partial integration’.
Those who supported partial integration generally wanted a balance between improving
coordination and removing duplication, whilst retaining specialist skills. There was relatively
little support for either Model A, ‘enhanced coordination’ or Model D, ‘full integration’. This
is summarised below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Summary of model preferences received in response to the July document

Note: Does not total 100% as some members supported more than one model

Only one small credit card firm and three small building societies were not in favour of partial
integration.
One large retail bank suggested that the ABFA and FLA should remain independent as many
of their members are not financial institutions.
It should be noted that nearly half of those who responded chose not to give an answer to
this question. They were mix of trade associations, members who made more general
comments, and other organisations who wished to express an interest in the review generally.
This data should not therefore be regarded as definitive.
In order to understand the levels of support for integration amongst the markets represented
by the in-scope trade associations we also considered the responses we have received to our
proposals through the prism of their market share, as summarised in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2 differs from Figure 1 as it takes into account all of the members of the in-scope trade
associations. It is not limited just to those who formally responded to the July document but
also includes preferences expressed to us in meetings and other interactions we have had
with members. We have not had the opportunity to engage with every single member and
understand each of their views; the views of those members are labelled ‘unknown’.
We recognise and note the risks of illustrating responses by market share. However, we
present it because in order to construct a trade association which is an effective voice for the
industry it is important to understand its members’ views both on a one-member-one-vote
basis and also on a market share basis – therefore reflecting both of the principal perspectives
that may be applied to this question.
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Figure 2: Support for integration by market share, based on all member engagement to date

Q6. Are there any further practical implications which should be highlighted for more
detailed consideration in the next phase of this review?
Although most respondents did not answer this question directly, those who did raised
concerns about the importance of ensuring continuity of service during any transition to a
new trade association landscape, as well as the fee structure and cost to members of a new
integrated trade association.

1.3 Other points raised
The responses to these questions, as well as the more general commentary we have received,
have informed and influenced our recommendation in a number of ways. Many have helped
us to consider further the issues we highlighted in our July document. This document seeks to
address the full breadth of comments, including but not limited to those we received in
response to the July document. There are a number of recurring themes that we would like
to highlight.
Many respondents reiterated early concerns around how an integrated trade association
could effectively represent diverse interests without loss of voice for smaller members.
These concerns have provided an important backdrop to the design of the governance
structure we propose in Chapter 5.
Several respondents commented that further consideration ought to be given to the activities
carried out by trade associations, particularly in the payments and cards sector, which lie
outside of our suggested purposes, for example the implementation and operation of
industry-wide projects. This is considered in Chapter 6.
Questions about how to ensure that technical expertise is maintained arose regularly. We
have addressed this important issue throughout this document.
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2 The underlying case for change; a reprise
2.1 Introduction
The strategic rationale for integration was discussed at length in our July document. As shown
in the previous chapter the responses to that document were largely supportive. We therefore
consider that the strategic rationale previously set out is sound. This chapter summarises and
updates the key arguments related to that rationale.
We explain how the common interest, overlapping membership, feedback from stakeholders
and the need to provide greater scope and voice, all argue for integration across the finance
services trade association landscape. Then we observe that the public interest is also likely to
be well served by integration.

2.2 A strong underlying common interest with strategic and industry logic
As we outlined in our July document, the common interest that the existing in-scope trade
associations share represents a compelling case for integration. This was supported by
responses we received to the July document and our ongoing consultation with stakeholders.
The success, or failure, of one area of financial services has the potential to enhance or
damage consumer confidence across the industry. Hence one common interest that all
members across the existing trade associations can share is that of consumer confidence in
financial services.

2.3 Overlapping membership of existing trade associations
As we noted in our July document there is considerable overlap in the membership of these
trade associations. Given the common interest in retail and commercial banking in the UK this
is unsurprising. We will not repeat our analysis in full, but it is worth noting that a large number
are members of more than one trade association which inevitably presents a coordination
challenge. This is one example of the risks that a sub-optimal approach presents across the
industry, which can have a particular effect on the productive use of senior management time
of members and potentially the collective value for money they receive. A new trade
association could provide an opportunity for improvement in these areas.

2.4 Delivering greater impact for the industry
As we recorded in our July document, the view from stakeholders is that “fragmentation limits
the sector’s ability to offer a strategic view.” Issues can read across from one area of financial
services to others in ways that may not necessarily be apparent to those working on the fine
details.
Furthermore stakeholders believe that, “the more fragmentation there is amongst trade
associations the less visible they are and the less influence they have.” The current landscape
means that at times the visibility and influence of the financial services trade associations is
less than the sum of its parts. An integrated trade association could address this problem.
An integrated trade association could deliver an enhanced relationship with stakeholders in a
number of ways:


Providing greater weight of voice on major issues of the day.



Create clarity over the point of contact and the industry’s stance.



Ensuring that stakeholders do not get repeated, or even contradictory, messages.

As such the position that the trade association takes would be likely to be heard more clearly
and deliver more effective representation for members.
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There is also merit in the financial services trade association landscape considering how the
perspective of consumers can be best reflected. Trust in financial services is important to a
wide range of consumers, whether they be taking out a mortgage or using their debit card in
a shop. As such there is considerable advantage in a trade association which reflects the interconnected nature of the services customers use, such as current accounts, cards, other types
of payment, and mortgages.
We recognise that some, though far from all, monoline card issuers and smaller mortgage
providers have expressed concerns about integration. The specific and substantive points of
concern are important ones and they are addressed in our revised proposal. In particular the
governance model we propose seeks to ensure the maintenance of existing technical
expertise, and equitable representation of smaller members and diverse business models.

2.5 Greater weight of voice, more effective representation
The views of stakeholders were clear on the need for a world-class trade association to
represent the financial services industry. Through consultation with parliamentarians,
regulators and officials in Westminster and Brussels we heard a message that the voice of the
UK financial services industry could be improved in both clarity and strength - Table 6 of our
July document encapsulates this point. As we observed in the conclusion of Chapter 2 of the
July document: “The evidence we have gathered from stakeholders so far contributes to the
case for change. Whilst we have tried hard to present the evidence in a balanced way,
interested parties should be left in no doubt about the improvement their external
stakeholders believe is both possible and necessary.”
We believe this observation remains accurate. Whilst it is less tangible, the case was also made
to us that given the events of recent years the financial services industry may wish to examine
how it collectively represents itself. This was, in essence, an argument for a fresh start.
It was suggested to us by one respondent that our stakeholder engagement had focussed on
senior stakeholders rather than a broader range of those who influence the wider debate. We
recognise the role of those who ‘influence the influencers’ and the importance of more
operational relationships with regulators and governments, indeed we have taken careful
account of this through the provision of policy expertise in the new trade association, outlined
in Chapter 6.

2.6 Serving consumers and promoting the contribution of the industry
Millions of consumers in the UK benefit from a strong financial services industry which
provides a broad array of products for individuals and businesses, including current accounts,
loans, mortgages, asset-based finance and a smooth running and sophisticated payments and
cards system.
Likewise the financial services industry makes a considerable contribution to the wider British
economy through the jobs it provides and the tax it pays.
The effectiveness of the trade association landscape representing financial services is
therefore of considerable public interest. As such we do not believe that we should be looking
for a ‘good enough’ outcome but instead considering how the industry can secure a worldclass organisation which provides the representation it needs and warrants.
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2.7 A word on timing
One concern among respondents was that whilst the general direction of our proposals may
be correct, this may not be the right time to implement them. There will never be a perfect
time to make change. However, this is likely to be true for the forseeable future and therefore
we do not believe these concerns should be a barrier to action given the underlying case for
change.
We outline in Chapters 7 and 8 how concerns around timing can be addressed through a clear
proposal which contains a robust assessment of the risks, and sets out how they can be
mitigated, alongside an initial implementation plan.
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3 The revised proposal
3.1 Core proposal
In light of the responses, our revised proposal is that a hybrid model between our previous
Models B and C should be considered.
Our revised proposal would bring together the BBA, CML, UKCA and PUK to form the core of
a new trade association (‘NewTA’) with the integration of the ABFA into the new organisation
in a second phase.
We described the UKPA as ‘in scope’ in July and we retain this view, and now propose a similar
approach to FFA UK as a key partner for the proposed new TA. There are therefore seven
organisations ‘in scope’ in the final recommendation (compared to the six to nine identified
in B/C options in July).
Our revised proposal also outlines how a mutually beneficial relationship between the NewTA
and the BSA and FLA could work. In addition it provides for the NewTA to have the capacity to
represent lenders using mortgage intermediaries.
Under this revised proposal the NewTA would be based on a devolved model which empowers
all members of the existing trade associations it replaces and would seek to protect the voice
of the full diversity of likely membership. We explain in full the proposed governance model
behind this in Chapter 5.
Our revised proposal is that the NewTA should have an entirely new name and brand to make
a demonstrable change from predecessor organisations. This is for three reasons. First, it is
important that all the trade associations that might be integrated into the new entity know
that this is a new trade association of which they are an equal part. Secondly, because it
provides the greatest opportunity to build fresh relationships with stakeholders. Thirdly, it
provides the greatest opportunity to establish a new culture.

3.2 Position of the ABFA
We have had extremely constructive engagement with the ABFA. We understand they do not
wish to join the proposed new trade association immediately but are open to doing so in the
short to medium term. Given there is a clear common interest and membership with the four
core trade associations in scope for our revised proposal, but one which is somewhat weaker
than between these four, this an understandable position for the ABFA to adopt. Based on
this position, and the considerable interest that likely members of the NewTA have in assetbased finance, we are proposing that, subject to member views, the ABFA should be included
in the NewTA in a second phase.

3.3 Relationship with the UKPA and FFA UK
The UKPA is a shared service company not a trade association. However, given their existing
arrangements with the PUK and UKCA, our revised proposal would significantly affect them
and they therefore remain ‘in scope’ and we expect to have further constructive discussions
with them.
Further, as we outline in Chapter 4, under our revised proposal it is possible that the NewTA’s
back office functions could be outsourced, although this would be subject to a separate
strategic decision by the leadership team. There would then need to be a subsequent
competitive tendering process, but it is possible that UKPA could perform this role.
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Similarly FFA UK would be a key partner in developing and delivering fraud strategy. In the
short term, we would expect the new trade association to do policy work in relation to
financial crime but that operational and enforcement work in the field of fraud would be left
to FFA UK. The two should work closely in partnership. A considered decision needs to be
made on the optimal approach for all financial crime activity. It should also be considered
whether or not the new trade association should undertake enforcement as well as policy
work, and/or which aspects of policy could fall to FFA UK. Subject to feedback to this
document, we would propose that the review looks at this question further in the next phase.

3.4 Position of the IMLA
There is a strong case for the IMLA to join the NewTA, however we are aware that at this stage
its membership does not wish to and our proposal acknowledges this. Our revised proposal
provides an opportunity for the IMLA to join and enjoy the benefits of consolidation in due
course if its members so choose. However, mortgage lending through intermediaries is
important to the interests of many likely members of the NewTA. We would therefore expect
the NewTA to include this in its capability and service remit from the start.

3.5 Position of the BSA and FLA
The BSA and FLA have also made it clear that at this stage they do not wish to join the
proposed new trade association, but welcome the review and the chance to engage with it.
We respect and understand these decisions and hope the NewTA would be able to agree
formal enhanced coordination arrangements with them, as we outline in Chapter 6. In
particular we recognise the distinct legal status and business model of building societies and
other mutuals, and the highly diverse nature of the FLA membership. However, there are
clearly important opportunities for more effective coordination between a new trade
association and both the BSA and FLA and if integration proceeds we would hope this is the
case. In the future this may create scope for closer relationships.

3.6 Summary
Figure 3 shows the revised proposal, how it might evolve, and the key potential partners. In
effect all the organisations referred to in the diagram remain ‘in scope’ for the review. In
particular, the BBA, CML, UKCA, and PUK are core to our revised proposal, with the ABFA as a
potential second wave joiner, and with FFA UK and the UKPA directly affected by the
considerations of the proposal. The capability to represent lenders using mortgage
intermediaries is labelled as LUMI. We are keen to hear the views of these parties and their
members on the revised proposal.
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Figure 3: Revised proposal setting out the trade associations to be integrated together with key
partners

This revised proposal draws on the feedback we have received, it reflects our analysis of the
underlying common interest, our assessment of the likely risks and benefits of increased scale
and scope set out in the July document, and in particular, where best to strike the balance
between those benefits and risks.
It would represent a significant step forward by creating a new trade association for the
financial services sector with greater breadth and diversity in its membership than any of the
existing trade associations and with commensurate representational heft.
In the rest of this document we evaluate this revised proposal against a set of key
considerations:


A cost-benefit analysis to consider value for likely members.



A governance and organisational structure which underpins effective representation for
the full diversity of likely members.



How important specific issues and risks associated with integration might be addressed.



How a costed and detailed implementation plan could ensure continuity of service for
existing members and minimise the risks of change.
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4 The cost-benefit analysis
4.1 Introduction
We are grateful to those trade associations who have shared information with us over recent
months. This has greatly assisted us in our work in this area. We start by reiterating that the
main argument for a change in the configuration of trade associations is to improve
representation. However, it is clearly right to accompany this case with a clear evaluation of
the financial implications.

4.2 Our approach
Our cost-benefit analysis estimates the Net Present Value (NPV) that would be created for the
members of the current trade associations were they to integrate. We have calculated this
over 25 years, a reasonable time horizon for members. That said, we also note the NPV when
calculated into perpetuity, the purist approach to this technique. The cost-benefit analysis
also identifies the internal rate of return (IRR) – the discount rate below which the NPV is
positive - the payback period for the implementation costs and the subsequent reduction in
aggregate membership fees, resulting from increased efficiency.
Our analysis builds on a number of key inputs: the management accounts of each trade
association, an understanding of the organisational design of each existing trade association,
independent estimates of premises costs, our proposed organisational design for the NewTA
and a full estimate of the costs in our initial implementation plan.
We have made prudent but reasonable assumptions for our base case. In addition we have
created two other scenarios: one where the assumptions are realistic but optimistic and
another where the assumptions are plausible but pessimistic. Collectively across all three
scenarios we have been reasonably conservative.
We note that some of these factors, such as the discount rate and perpetual growth rate
would not be under the control of the membership of the NewTA. In contrast others, such as
the location and office space allocated per employee, would be.
Subject to respecting the confidentiality of information we have received from existing trade
associations we are happy to share upon request more details of our modelling.
We note that for the purposes of modelling, we have been neutral on any actual or potential
existing liabilities since they exist whether or not the current trade associations are integrated.
Likewise our assumption is that the reserves of existing trade associations would be used in
line with the wishes of their members. The cost-benefit analysis does not assume the use of
these reserves for the purposes of implementation. We explain the commercial implications
of these issues in Chapter 7.

4.3 Significant factors in our modelling
Implementation costs
Implementation costs represent the most significant cost of creating a new trade association.
As we outline in Chapter 8, the implementation plan would require expenditure on project
management and HR, and on advice in areas such as premises, IT and governance. The detail
in Chapter 8 demonstrates the importance we attach to getting the transition phase and
implementation plan right; and our modelling has included a cost of £15.5m which reflects
this.
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Our modelling assumes that a loan is secured to cover implementation costs necessary to
create the new trade association. We have assumed that the loan could be paid back over the
first three and a half years of the NewTA’s existence using the efficiencies generated by
integration. During this period aggregate membership fees would remain at their current
level. Once the loan is paid off membership fees can be expected to fall.
An alternative to this approach would be to be reduce membership fees much earlier in the
life of the NewTA and repay the loan over a longer period of time. Prospective members of
the NewTA may wish to give this further consideration.

Staffing costs
Staffing structures have an impact on the model’s conclusions. The staff numbers (full time
equivalents, FTE), assumed for the NewTA relate directly to the organisational design
requirements outlined in Chapter 6. In addition we have added a number of further FTEs as a
margin for error.
In the modelling we have largely ring-fenced staff numbers associated with current
commercial activities. We have not assumed any change in current commercial activities,
because this would be a strategic decision for the NewTA leadership team.
As we make clear throughout this document our working assumption is that the specialist
expertise of existing trade associations would be fully maintained in the new trade
association. Hence our expectation is that a significant number of existing policy and technical
jobs would be matched into a position in the NewTA.
However, our model does assume that there would be redundancy costs in some areas, as
there would be some duplication of existing roles. Clearly no decisions or specific
recommendation is being made on this question.

Premises
Integrating a minimum of four existing trade associations has potential to deliver significant
savings in terms of premises. The majority of these savings would be the result of a lower total
FTE and a reduction in space per FTE.
The location of any new office of the NewTA would be a significant factor. There is a
considerable difference between the rental price of City and non-City offices. In line with the
current practice of a number of large companies we have considered the possibility of a split
site, with a small City office and a larger non-City office.
The square feet per FTE is also an assumption that can be varied, with a potentially significant
impact. In order to reflect the concern put to us that a trade association may need more
meeting space than the average office organisation, we have allocated more than the City
average in all cases. On top of this, we have included a significant portion of space for
conferencing and other commercial activities.
We have assumed that the European office of the NewTA would be the same as that of the
BBA currently.

Key assumptions in our base case, downside and upside
Some key assumptions made to generate the outputs of our base case, downside and upside
are outlined in Table 1 below:
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Table 1: Key assumptions in our base case, downside and upside

4.4 Outputs of our cost-benefit analysis model
In our base case, the summary outputs are:


the NPV created for members is £32.6m;



the IRR 33%;



the payback period for the loan is three and a half years;



the anticipated reduction in fees then generated through efficiency savings is 31%.

Under the base case, the returns for members are sizeable. The implementation costs of the
new trade association would be repaid within three and a half years and from then on the
aggregate membership fees can be expected to drop by approximately 31% in real terms.
Whilst we would caution against an expectation that all points of our upside case would be
delivered, we observe that it may be possible to repay the loan inside two years and ten
months and achieve an aggregate 37% reduction in membership fees once the loan is repaid.
Even in our downside case, the proposal would be expected to generate a positive NPV of
£10.5m for members, which represents repayment in less than six years and a reduction in
aggregate membership fees of 22% henceforth. We believe that each of the assumptions in
the downside case are, to varying degrees, improbable and are independent of each other. It
is therefore highly unlikely that all would occur simultaneously.
For the NPV to be positive, and hence for members to be collectively better off as a result
of the integration, the efficiency savings need only be greater than 6.4%. This is very
significantly below what we believe would occur even if our downside case (which delivers an
average annual efficiency saving of 13.2%) was borne out in every respect. It therefore seems
highly implausible that members would see anything other than an aggregate reduction in
their fees.
The outputs of the different cases are outlined below in Table 2:
Table 2: Outputs of the different cases

4.5 Opportunities for further upside
There are further possible opportunities for costs savings that our work has identified. We did
not feel that these should be included in the cases outlined above because they depend upon
strategic decisions that would need to be made by the Board and members of the NewTA in
due course. However, they are viable options for consideration. If they were chosen, the NPV
created would likely further increase.
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The most significant of these are outsourcing back-office functions, which would raise the NPV
by £4.2m to £36.8 and reducing further the square feet per head to below 100, which could
increase the NPV by a further £2.5m. We note that the average square feet per head for office
premises in the West End of London and the City is currently less than 90, so there is scope to
consider this approach.
The implications of this approach for back office support are shown in the table below:
Table 3: Implications of outsourcing back-office functions

4.6 Summary
Having conducted a careful cost-benefit analysis we believe that substantial financial benefits
are potentially on offer to members from the revised proposal. These include a likely
reduction in membership fees once the initial implementation loan is repaid.
However, the financial benefits that may be on offer need to be placed in a broader context,
as this analysis represents a narrow interpretation of the benefits available in two respects.
First, in this cost-benefit analysis we do not estimate at all the most important benefit of the
revised proposal, with its greater scale and scope and strong underlying common interest,
that of representing members collectively and individually more effectively.
Second, we do not account for any benefit to members from the opportunity to simplify their
relationship with trade associations and therefore to use scarce senior management time
more effectively. These benefits are internal to members and we have not sought to calculate
them. Members may wish to consider doing this themselves ahead of reaching their decision
in regards to our revised proposal.
The benefit of the proposal is therefore likely to be substantially greater than our narrow
model, which only looks at the reduction in member fees.
That said, we recognise that the expected net benefit needs also to be set against the risks.
The most frequently cited risks in the responses to the July document was the potential
disruption and uncertainty created by change. This is very important and we therefore address
the risks, and set out how best to mitigate these in Chapter 7.
Having assessed the business case for the revised proposal, we now turn to the question of
how the NewTA might be governed and organised. This is crucial because the new
organisation’s effectiveness, where the greatest opportunity lies, depends upon critical
features including its ability to reflect the diversity of potential members and its ability to
retain and develop expertise at the Product & Service level.
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5 Governance
5.1 Introduction
In designing a new model we have listened carefully to members of existing trade associations
about what works well and what works less well in their current governance arrangements.
We have considered the structures of similar broad-based trade associations in the UK and
Europe which have been recommended to us as being good models.
We have also drawn heavily on the purposes and attributes of an effective trade association
which we presented in the July document, taking into account the comments we received
subsequently.
While the structure of the organisation is important, many people have commented to us that
the way in which members interact with a trade association is as important as having an
optimal structure. Therefore, we suggest that, as a general rule, those sitting on boards should
be of sufficient seniority in their own organisation that they have strategic oversight. This
would enable forward-looking strategic discussions and efficient decision making.

5.2 Legal status
The NewTA would be set up as a separately incorporated Company Limited by Guarantee. As
such it would be a new legal entity, independent of the existing trade associations.
As a new organisation it would establish its own name, brand and organisational culture.
Unless and until the existing trade associations formally agree to join the NewTA all their
assets and liabilities (including employees) would remain with them.
We believe that a Company Limited by Guarantee is likely to be the most appropriate legal
status because:


The company would not have shareholders, instead it would be controlled by its
members.



Those members would not be required to contribute any capital investment as it would
be a private company without share capital.



The company would not be profit making and there would be no distribution of dividends.
Any commercial activities could be hived off into a separate limited company.



The liability of its members to any debts of the company on a winding up is limited to any
retained membership subscription income within the company, and then the amount of
their guarantee (which is usually a nominal sum).



As a company, it would be registered with Companies House: its governance and finances
would be subject to company law and be fully transparent; its Memorandum and Articles
of Association would be publicly available and its audited accounts and an annual return
would be published each year and lodged with Companies House.

5.3 Key principles
In designing the governance and organisational structure of the NewTA we have followed
guiding principles of simplicity, subsidiarity and diversity of voice. We have aimed to design a
structure which enables both an industry-wide perspective, and clear sectoral focus through
devolved policy responsibility.
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The NewTA should be flexible enough to represent a wide diversity of members and we have
sought to ensure this, reflecting a concern we heard clearly expressed about the potential for
loss of voice for smaller members. As such, the governance structure proposed in this chapter
provides multiple opportunities for members of all sizes and business models to obtain seats
on boards and committees and to ensure their voices are heard.

5.4 Governance structure
Figure 4 shows our proposed governance structure:
Figure 4: Proposed governance structure

The Main Board
The Main Board would be the ultimate decision making body of the trade association. It would
be responsible for the NewTA’s brand as well as setting its strategy, culture, objectives and
budget.
In terms of policy, the Main Board should deal only with major strategic, high-level, and
industry-wide issues. This is to ensure that it works at the right level for senior executives from
member organisations, and so it does not inhibit the ability of specific Product & Service
Boards to take responsibility for, and to respond quickly and in detail to, specific issues.
As the body with industry-wide, strategic oversight the Main Board would also be responsible
for promoting the reputation of the industry in general, managing any significant differences
of opinion that may occur between Product & Service Boards and which are elevated to it.
Inclusivity and diversity of voice are of central importance so the Main Board would also be
responsible for ensuring that all members, irrespective of size, have their voice heard and
represented.
Therefore, our suggested remit for the Main Board is:
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To determine policy positions on high-level industry-wide issues (e.g. consumer
confidence, overall regulatory environment);



To deal with critical overarching issues of clear common interest to the wider
membership;



To promote the industry’s reputation and manage reputational risk;



To devolve to the Product & Service Boards and Priority Strategy Committees;



To manage significant differences of views and/or policy between members which are
selectively elevated to it;



To be responsible for the brand of the trade association;



To agree the structure of membership fees;



To agree the organisation’s budget;



To set the tenor of values and culture;



To set organisational objectives and oversee their delivery;



To oversee the activities of the senior management and to evaluate their performance;
and,



To ensure the governance and structure remains relevant to the industry as it evolves.

Members of the Main Board would be Directors of the Company, in line with Company Law.
Our proposal for the composition of the Main Board is one which reflects the diverse
membership of the trade association, thus enabling strategic vision of the whole industry. The
process for selecting Board members would be overseen by the Nominations Committee,
which would be expected to work to deliver a Main Board that might be composed of:


An independent chair;



Two other independent non-executive directors (NEDs);



The Chair of each Product & Service Board;



A representative of each of the Specialist Committees; and,



Up to three additional places reserved for the Nominations Committee to propose where
they consider that there may be under-representation of any sector/business
model/perspective, in order to ensure diversity and inclusion.

This is summarised below in Figure 5:
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Figure 5: Proposed Main Board composition

It would be of considerable importance that the NewTA is able to represent the many and
varied interests and business models of its wide membership. To this end it is essential that
all members have a voice. The proposed governance structure has been designed with this in
mind.
However, to reinforce this, we suggest that the two independent NEDs would also have the
explicit remit to ensure inclusion and effective representation across industry. Should any
member feel that their voice is not adequately being heard they could raise their concern
with the non-executive board members for consideration. It would be for the nonexecutives to decide how to resolve the matter, which could include raising it formally
with the Nominations Committee and/or the Main Board.
In line with the best practice on corporate governance, the Board would appoint a
Nominations Committee, Audit Committee and Remuneration Committee. The Nominations
Committee would be responsible for and oversee appointments to all Boards, Committees
and Groups in the governance structure, including the appointment of their Chairmen.
In order to use Board member time efficiently, we also propose an Operating Committee to
oversee day-to-day operations of the trade association. This Operating Committee should
have a financial materiality threshold for decisions which should be made visible to the Main
Board. The Operating Committee would consist of the senior management, such as the
Communications Director, Director of Strategy, and Chief Operating Officer.

Product & Service Boards
In order for the trade association to represent diverse interests effectively, the Product &
Service Boards should be the principal policy-making bodies in their respective areas and lead
on appropriate stakeholder engagement and sectoral reputational issues. We would expect,
for example, that the Payments and Cards Board would work closely with the PSR and its
Payments Strategy Forum.
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They would have a clear status as the prime focus for relevant issues and would be
empowered to set policy, initiate and lead work in their respective areas. Each Product &
Service Board would be supported by a dedicated and specialist, director-level member of
staff1, possibly operating under the coordination of a Policy Director.
We anticipate that the following Product & Service Boards would be established:


Personal (including current accounts, personal loans and savings);



Mortgages;



Payments and Cards;



Commercial;



Wealth and Asset Management;



Investment/Wholesale;



Asset Based Finance (pending further discussions with ABFA).

Membership of the Boards would be for a term of three years. Members should be of
sufficient seniority within their own organisation to ensure that they can contribute at a
strategic level to that Product & Service Board.
The Chair of each Product & Service Board would be appointed from amongst its members
and would take the chair in the second year of their term.
The Chair would sit on the Main Board, and represent the interests of the Product & Service
Board on it as required.
We would expect the Terms of Reference for the Product & Service Boards to include such
objectives as (taking the Mortgages Board as an example):


To ensure a well-functioning mortgage market for consumers and commercial
organisations.



To be the principal policy-making body for mortgages.



To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials, etc.).



To promote the mortgages market and the services provided therein.



To manage reputational risk in the area.



To oversee technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.



To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.

Suggested remits for all Boards and Committees are provided in Appendix 3.
We have sought to develop a balanced Product & Service Board composition, which would
give members of all sizes and perspectives (including different business models), an
opportunity to obtain a seat. As such, we would expect each Product & Service Board to have
up to approximately 15 members. The precise number could vary by each Board.

1

The appointment panel for such Directors would include the Chair and at least one other member of the
relevant Product & Service Board.
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One possible approach would be to base membership on the diversity of market structure.
For example, the Board might include the six members with the largest market share, five
representatives of those members with middling market shares and four representatives of
organisations with smaller market shares.
We note that this is an initial proposal and that there are other approaches which could be
taken, including expanding the numbers on each Board and/or modifying the composition.
We would be pleased to develop this thinking further if there is support for the revised
proposal for integration in principle. We recognise the members of different Boards may wish
to choose different governance arrangements for their area. The proposed devolved
governance model accommodates this.
Representatives from the Consumer and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) Panels
may be invited to attend, as may representatives of other trade associations, in the spirit of
enhanced coordination.
In particular the new trade association would want to consider how Product & Service Boards
do more detailed policy and technical work inside their respective areas. We propose one
possible option for this in Appendix 2.

Specialist Committees
Specialist Committees have been designed to provide a forum for discussion and debate
within the delineated interest groups they represent. They would advise the relevant Product
& Service Boards (and/or Main Board where appropriate) of any concerns or particular
perspective they may hold. If there are niche policy issues which affect only that particular
group they may make recommendations to the relevant Product & Service Board.
We anticipate that the following Specialist Committees would be established:


Major and ring-fenced banks;



UK challenger banks;



Monoline specialists and merchant acquirers;



Nations and regions;



Foreign banks.

The NewTA should also consider establishing an additional Specialist Committee for new
entrants/new technologies or business models as they emerge. This is particularly important
in the context of the implications of digital technology in the sector.
We would expect each Specialist Committee to have up to twelve members. A Chair would be
appointed from amongst the Committee’s members entering the second year of their three
year term. A representative of each Specialist Committee would sit on the Main Board.
We would expect Terms of Reference for the Specialist Committees to include such objectives
as:


To convene to discuss matters of common interest;



To articulate a distinctive view where that is appropriate and to advise the relevant
Product & Service Board(s) and/or Main Board of their position; and,



To make recommendations to the relevant Product & Service Board for those specific
issues which affect only that area.
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By way of an example, a challenger bank may sit on the UK Challenger Bank Committee, which
would be a niche forum for challenger peers to articulate a distinctive challenger bank
perspective. It may also sit on the Personal Board, which would have a wider retail remit. Both
of the UK Challenger Bank Committee and the Personal Board would have representation on
the Main Board.
The Nations and Regions Committee is a new idea and could have a significant role to play
inside the NewTA in ensuring that voices of those based outside London are strongly
represented. This would make sure the NewTA is an authoritatively UK trade association, not
just a London trade association. In a period of devolution and with further discussion about
how to boost economic development in areas outside London and the South East this seems
to be an important inclusion. As with others, the Nations and Regions Specialist Committee
would command a seat on the Main Board.

Priority Strategy Committees
Priority Strategy Committees have been designed to address cross-cutting, industry-wide
issues and bring them to the attention of the Main Board and/or Product & Service Boards
where necessary. They would draw on information and debates from the more specialised
areas of the trade association and help to provide an industry-wide perspective. We would
expect each one to update the Main Board of its work at least quarterly. When discussing
these issues they would call on the work of the senior management as necessary and also seek
to address any divergence of opinions amongst members on the issues under consideration.
Priority Strategy Committees would be the liaison point at a strategic level with key external
stakeholders, such as the City of London Police and the PRA on prudential matters.
We anticipate that the following Priority Strategy Committees would be established:


Prudential;



Conduct of business;



Financial crime;



Tax, accounting and reporting;



Europe; and,



Strategic coordination.

Each Product & Service Board and each Specialist Committee could nominate a member to sit
on each Priority Strategy Committee. There would also be significant senior management
involvement in the groups. We would expect that they would draw on the Consumer and SME
panels when appropriate.
We would expect Terms of Reference for the Priority Strategy Committees to include such
objectives as:


To convene to discuss matters of cross-cutting, industry-wide interest;



To recommend policy and advise the Main Board/Product & Service Boards of any action
to be taken;



To understand where there are different and potentially conflicting views among
members;
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To commission, oversee, and monitor the work of the senior management on the relevant
subject;



To ensure appropriate communication with members on issues; and,



To liaise with relevant key stakeholders to discuss policy.

The Europe Priority Strategy Committee would have a valuable role to play inside the NewTA
ensuring it gives full consideration to the European dimension of its activities.
It therefore differs from other Priority Strategy Committees in that it has a geographical focus,
rather than an issue focus. Its primary activities would include horizon scanning on policy
matters and identifying European countries with which it would be prudent to form alliances.
It would also have a role to play monitoring the NewTA’s relationship with European umbrella
bodies.
The Strategic Coordination Committee also has a unique role. It would be the first port of call
where differences of perspective arise between Product & Service Boards. As such it would
help to manage the Main Board to ensure prioritisation and effective delegation to Product &
Service Boards. This Committee would be formed of nominated representatives of the CEOs
or Chairmen who sit on the Main Board, as well as key members of the senior management,
including the Strategy Director, Policy Director, and CEO.

Consumer and SME Groups
The aim of the Consumer and SME Groups is to ensure that the NewTA would be mindful at
all times of consumer and SME perspectives. We would therefore propose two advisory
groups whose purpose would be to act as a voice for consumers and SMEs to the trade
association and its members and, when and if necessary, be a critical friend to it. They would
be proactively consulted by the trade association at all levels where policies are being
developed and would meet the Main Board once a year, as well as having the ability to meet
with members of the senior management and the Chairs of Product & Service Boards and
Specialist Committees.
The two panels would help the trade association to promote the wider public interest in a
successful and competitive financial services industry, as well as helping to build and maintain
public trust.
We anticipate that they would have an independent chair and between four and eight
members. They would have appropriate secretariat and research support for their work.

5.5 Membership structure
We have explored the different existing membership structures of current trade associations,
in both financial services and other industries. It is important for the membership structure of
the new organisation to be as transparent and simple as possible whilst also reflecting that in
a large trade association it is important to offer a range of levels of involvement.
Therefore, we would propose a membership structure which pertains to the individual
Product & Service areas, rather than to the trade association at large. Organisations could
become members of any number of Product & Service areas and would have full access to all
services offered by each Product & Service area to which they subscribe.
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For example, a monoline credit card provider would most likely subscribe only to Payments
and Cards, whereas a universal bank might subscribe to all Product & Service areas. Within
Payments and Cards all members would have the same level of access to services, with no
member hierarchy. All of its members would have an opportunity to obtain a seat on the
Payments and Cards Board. This is an equitable structure which enables all members to be
fully engaged in whichever part or parts of the trade association may be relevant to them.
We propose that membership fees should be linked to the number of Product & Service area
memberships. However, we would expect new entrants and/or smaller players to be offered
a material discount for an appropriate period.
We received a number of observations from existing trade associations that they value their
’subscriber service’ both in terms of the income it generates and also the role it plays in
communicating the organisation’s work beyond its membership base. We agree with these
observations and suggest the NewTA would replicate this by having a subscriber service which
would be open to all interested parties.
Subscribers would have access to specific services such as data, research and communications
updates. This may be on an ongoing or a one-off basis. It is likely that the NewTA would devise
a rate card which would enable charities, educational institutions, and other public interest
organisations to access such services at a lower rate than commercial organisations.
Subscribers would not be members and would have no voting rights. Therefore, we would
expect transactions with subscribers to be dealt with by the commercial team.
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6 Organisation structure
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter set out our proposed governance structure which built on the ideal
purposes and attributes of an effective trade association, and described how member
interaction with the trade association might look. Now, we turn to our proposal for the
internal structure of the organisation, its style and aspirations.
In developing this proposal we aimed to keep the structure as simple as possible, while
maintaining the detailed technical capacity of existing trade associations which many
members have told us they value. We have also sought to design a structure which facilitates
agility and speed of response. We have given particular attention to addressing through these
proposals the areas where stakeholders have told us there is room for improvement (as
outlined in the July document).

6.2 Structure of NewTA
Ultimately the details of staff structure of the NewTA would need to be agreed by the CEO
following conversations with the Chair, Main Board and Product & Service Boards. However,
as we have noted in both this document and our July document, the technical expertise and
capacity of current trade associations has been widely recognised and praised and therefore
our strong expectation is that this would be maintained.
Careful consideration should be given to the configuration of the senior management
structures. There is often a trade off between the number of levels within an organisational
hierarchy, and therefore distance between the CEO and the technical expertise of the ‘shop
floor’, and the number of direct reports of the CEO. Too many direct reports may be unwieldy
and risks the CEO having to perform a coordination role that may be better performed lower
down the organisation.
As such, below we outline two possible alternatives for the divisional structure of the new
trade association. The eventual reality, should the proposed integration go ahead, may well
be a third variation on these.
Figure 6: NewTA divisional structure - option one

Under Option 1, set out in Figure 6, activity is grouped into three broad divisions: Operations,
Strategy, and Policy. The individual Directors of the Product & Service Boards would report
directly into the CEO minimising the number of levels between the CEO and the technical
capabilities. The number of direct reports to the CEO may be reduced by some integration of
the other, cross-cutting, divisions. In this example, Communications and Research would
come under Strategy. Nevertheless, the CEO would have nine direct reports.
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Figure 7: NewTA divisional structure – option two

Under Option 2, set out in Figure 7, an overall Director of Policy is introduced to work with the
Directors of the Product & Service Boards and to perform a coordinating role. This would
reduce the burden of coordination on the CEO and would make it more possible to elevate
Research and Communications, which are in themselves key functions of the NewTA. In this
example the CEO would have five direct reports.
We now discuss the likely responsibilities of each division in turn.

Policy
Responsible for tracking, contributing to and influencing policy initiatives from within the
industry and externally in the UK, EU and elsewhere which might affect members, their
customers and/or the market.
This would be the largest function in new trade association and would require a wide range
of skills including: economics, financial analysis, regulation, financial crime, industry
specialisms as well as general policy and casework. Work would be managed and resourced
on a project basis with defined deadlines and deliverables rather than being subdivided into
areas of defined expertise.
There would be an individual specialist Director dedicated to each Product & Service area and,
as noted above, there may be an overall Policy Director to oversee all the work in the policy
division, picking up and managing any conflicts and/or political difficulties that may occur
between Product & Service Boards.
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Figure 8: Proposed policy function structure

The Policy team would also include a design and delivery unit based on that in PUK. This is a
highly valued function and so it would be important for the NewTA to maintain the capability.
Separate funding would be necessary because not every innovation would be relevant to
every member.
Projects run by this unit would be separately and individually funded via the Payments and
Cards membership. The unit would be directly accountable to the Payments and Cards
Director, who, in turn, would be accountable to the Payments and Cards Board. The size and
remit of the unit would to an extent be influenced by how the PSR’s new Strategy Forum
develops and could be supplemented with external consultants as required.

Communications
Divided into three functions with overall responsibility for:
Communications
 Close relationship with relevant national print journalists.


Close relationship with relevant national broadcast journalists, especially on flagship BBC
and ITV programmes.



Close relationship with editors and journalists on relevant specialist press.



Understanding of, and contact with, new media online.



Responsible for strong social media presence.



Some contact with relevant EU and international media, such as WSJ and Das Spiegel.



Rapid response capability to provide early recognition of, and reaction to, potentially
negative industry issues, as they emerge.

Public Affairs
 Forging close relationships with UK Government (Ministers, Special Advisers and Officials)
and parliament (including opposition front bench).


Connections into EU, working with AFME; links with MEPs, European Commission, UKRep.



Some contact with devolved administrations as necessary.



Connections with relevant think tanks and NGOs.



We envisage that the public affairs team would provide the secretariat for relevant All
Party Parliamentary Groups. We are aware that the BBA currently does this for the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Wholesale Financial Markets and Services.
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Member Relations
 First port of call for member representatives on any issues to do with the trade
associations services, value for money or general performance.


In charge of production of annual reports and other non-technical communications to
members.



Deals with any member complaints or issues.



Seeks new members.



Arranges regular lunches and other fora through which members can interact with the
Chairman, Board members, and members of the senior management.

Strategy
Responsible for leading the NewTA’s strategic thinking. It should develop approaches to
innovation, market developments and challenges over the medium to long term. This would
involve horizon scanning and working with the industry and other key stakeholders to identify
issues, how they would affect members/the industry and customers and shape an appropriate
strategic framework within which policy can be developed and representations made.
The strategy team would also coordinate the production of the NewTA's strategic plan. The
plan would aim to translate strategic priorities into a programme of work. Evaluating delivery
against the plan would also be undertaken here.

Research
Responsible for providing a cutting-edge evidence base on which to develop robust strategy
and policy. The research team would be responsible for producing regular and ad hoc
publications. We are aware that a number of the publications produced by existing trade
associations are highly valued and the research team would be responsible for ensuring
continuity of these resources. It would have a commissioning and quality assurance role for
any pieces of research which are outsourced.
The specialisms within the function would be economics, statistics and market research. In all
three areas regular research would be undertaken, specific research would be commissioned
by other new trade association functions e.g. policy or strategy. Research would either be
generated within and by the teams or commissioned by them from third party providers
where this makes economic sense.

Operations
The Operations team would include the usual infrastructure functions of HR, IT, finance and
facilities and also:
Commercial:
Responsible for commercial relationships with subscribers who would have access to specific
services such as data, research and communications updates on an ongoing, or a one-off basis.
Subscribers would pay a fee for such services. This team may also be responsible for events
and liaising with training bodies. It may also provide services to the Bank Workers Charity, as
the BBA currently does.
Legal Counsel/Company Secretariat
With responsibility for:
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Providing committee administration and governance for the Main Board, Remuneration,
Nominations and Audit Committees, Product & Service Boards, Specialist Committees,
Priority Strategy Committees, Consumer and SME Advisory Groups and the Operating
Committee; and,



Advice on due process and governance issues.

We envisage that the company secretariat would also provide the secretariat for the Joint
Money Laundering Steering Group, which is currently provided by the BBA.

6.3 Functions to be reviewed
Creating a new trade association provides an opportunity to look afresh at the range of
functions and activities which best align with the core purposes and capabilities of a highly
effective trade association.
As we observed in Section 8.10 of our July document it is important to start from first
principles about what the trade association should be doing. We have already highlighted that
further consideration is required in conjunction with FFA UK on the optimal approach for
delivering both high-quality financial crime policy and strong enforcement. We propose to
continue this discussion with the FFA UK and other interested parties.
There are instances of existing trade associations undertaking activities which make
commercial sense but which may diverge from the core remit of a trade association. We would
expect the NewTA to demonstrate a clear and rigorous distinction between commercial and
core activity, including separate accounting. Taking such an approach would enable the
NewTA to make informed decisions as to whether such activity might be better placed with a
third party.
Enhanced clarity over these activities would help the NewTA to focus on carrying out its core
activities to the highest possible standard. To avoid a break in service to members during the
transition phase we would anticipate that the NewTA would continue to perform such
functions in the short term. However, it should be an early decision for the NewTA whether it
intends to continue to do so. Continuation of any of these activities would need to be
demonstrably in the interests of members, on the basis that they would not detract from core
activity and could not be done more appropriately by another body.
These areas include operational or enforcement activity related to financial crime; training;
and events; as well as provision of services such as back-office and secretariat to other
organisations.
Foremost amongst these is the issue of whether the NewTA should have a training and
education capacity. The trade association should certainly play a role in signposting members
to relevant training with existing training bodies, and perhaps also in commissioning training
where there is a need. However there is a serious question as to whether the direct provision
of training itself should be part of the trade association’s remit. One of the respondents to the
July document argued that there are many existing professional bodies and training
establishments which specialise in this function.
We observe that in some existing trade associations considerable staff time and resource,
including at senior levels, is currently focussed on education and training. The opportunity
cost of such activity should be carefully weighed and any decision to continue with these
activities should be taken with an awareness of the implications in terms of management
focus.
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We do not envisage that the NewTA would produce or enforce standards but that it would
take a leading role in supporting the work of the relevant organisations such as the Banking
Standards Board.

6.4 Style and aspirations
A new organisation presents an opportunity to set a new standard in the style and aspirations
of representation in the financial services sector; to identify the best, and to build on this to
create an outstanding organisation. It would be an early job for the CEO and the Board to
decide how to bring that aspiration to life in detail but we believe that there are some key
characteristics of world-class, knowledge-based organisations, which the NewTA would need
to have in order to be the 'go to' organisation for members and stakeholders.

Professionalism
To act with integrity in all dealings by:


being honest and open;



being trusted by members and stakeholders to keep confidences and not 'leak';



respecting the views, interests and perspectives of members and stakeholders; and,



managing conflict.

To be accountable for work and costs, by:


delivering to time and budget;



adopting best practice and introducing methodologies for the management of projects,
risk and contingency planning; and,



being able to demonstrate what NewTA has done and the difference it has made.

Knowledge and insight
To:


have an in depth understanding and insight into the sector, at both macro and micro level;



have an in depth understanding of the challenges members encounter running a
profitable business in the sector;



be adept at gathering, handling and sharing knowledge to ensure that it is leveraged
across the trade association;



have an ability to learn from experience - by developing successful approaches and
working practices which are transferable and, conversely, recognising where an approach
needs improvement;



be an excellent research function that adds to the corporate knowledge and also provides
services to members; and,



to undertake horizon scanning to ensure potential issues are identified and an appropriate
approach is taken to them which could range from watch and wait to establish a project
and actively begin work on the issue.

Strong stakeholder relations
To:
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understand and recognise the role and perspective of key external stakeholders and
develop a strong business relationship with them based on trust and mutual respect;



recognise that consumers and SMEs are key stakeholders and customers of members and
give them a voice; and



understand and interpret the needs and perspectives of stakeholders and communicate
and consult on them with members.

Strong external communications
To have:


a strong capability in: message management, media relations, lobbying; and



a rapid response capability to identify and actively manage potentially negative industry
issues.

Strong member relations
To ensure that members:


have easy access to their trade association;



feel well served at all times;



can raise issues about membership, the performance of the trade association etc.; and,



understand the value for money they are receiving.

Capability and expertise
To ensure:


a high calibre, professional workforce of experts with sufficient breadth to cover the
sector and depth to address highly technical issues. This suggests a fairly flat, nonhierarchical structure as expertise is high;



an agile and responsive workforce, capable of undertaking planned work but also
responding rapidly to unexpected circumstances;



investment is made in maintaining professional excellence, keeping skills honed, keeping
abreast of improvements in technology and techniques;



active management of the performance of teams and individuals; and,



that NewTA is able to fill vacant positions quickly and attract the highest calibre
candidates possible.

Strong decision making/determination of policy
To:


make decisions and determine policy based on intellectually rigorous debate; be
solutions-orientated and draw on a strong evidence-base; and,



be able to explain and 'sell' a policy/decision to many audiences i.e. members, regulators,
politicians, media etc.

6.5 Enhanced coordination with remaining UK-based trade associations
There are two principal areas which would require careful coordination.
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First, with small trade associations that are on the edge of the remit of the new trade
association. Most clearly, with a view to future potential integration this relates to the ABFA
– where we suggest an immediate formal relationship as part of any final plan.
With the BSA there is considerable common interest in a number of areas and this warrants a
close relationship in order to secure opportunities to advance mutual interests.
With the FLA there is also likely to be merit in a dialogue and understanding, most notably in
the asset and consumer finance areas.
The enhanced coordination outlined as Model A in our previous document would be the
starting point. It could include being invited to contribute to relevant meetings, responses to
consultations and could extend to coordination of media communications. In addition we see
merit in Memoranda of Understanding which clearly define which trade association would
take a lead on which issues and with which stakeholders.
Secondly, with major adjacent but distinctive trade associations where coordination is of
utmost importance for effectiveness for both trade associations and members. Most notably
these are CityUK, the Corporation of London, the CBI and AFME. The AFME is discussed in the
following section. In these cases we propose establishing clearly understood parameters for
working.
We recognise that there is existing good work in this regard, however we received feedback
that the lines between some of those organisations and existing trade associations are
sometimes a little blurred. Agreeing the best way of working in collaboration would be an
early priority for the NewTA and could involve the agreement of formal memoranda of
understanding.

6.6 European relationships
In policy areas across financial services the EU is often significant. The enhanced voice of the
NewTA is an important argument in favour of the proposed integration, and this benefit
extends to the voice which the new trade association would have on European issues.
The existing trade associations have a range of affiliations with European umbrella
organisations and we would expect these to continue. Some of these relationships, such as
the AFME and EBF, would be maintained at Main Board level. Others, such as membership of
the EU Federation of Factoring and Commercial Finance would be maintained at the relevant
Product & Service Board level.
In all of these European bodies our expectation is that the British voice would be strengthened
as a result of being represented by an integrated trade association with greater resources and
broader reach.
Our expectation is that the NewTA would maintain the modest European premises of the BBA
and would work in conjunction with the EBF on issues as appropriate. These would most likely
be in the personal and commercial areas. Our assumption is that the AFME would continue to
lead on issues relating to European wide policy affecting investment and wholesale banking
in line with its established remit and reputation.
Figure 9 summarises how the some key European and UK relationships might look.
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Figure 9: Key European and UK relationships

Clearly these relationships would change significantly in the event of the UK voting to leave
the European Union. In this eventuality the new trade association would need to consider
carefully its resource allocation, in particular we note that this would likely to have a
significant on the wholesale and investment area which the new trade association would need
to consider.

6.7 Summary
Taken together, we believe the governance, organisation structure, style and aspirations
collectively deliver the themes we presented in the July document. We have considered the
ideal purposes and attributes and sought to apply them to the governance and design of a
new organisation. However, the proposals we have put forward in these chapters are
provisional and there is clearly scope to modify them in future discussions with potential
members.
We now consider a number of areas and risks that we believe present the most significant
challenges to the successful implementation of the proposal new trade association. Then we
explain how we believe these can be satisfactorily mitigated.
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7 Further considerations and managing risks
7.1 Introduction
We appreciate there are issues which require detailed consideration before any existing trade
associations, and their members, can agree to integrate into a new trade association.
Responses to the July document rightly emphasised this point. In this chapter we explain what
these are and how we would propose to address them ahead of the potential creation of a
new trade association.
We fully recognise that the proposal in this paper is a significant step which should not be
taken lightly. Hence we have given careful consideration as to the challenges that the
successful implementation of our recommendation would need to overcome.
Many of these issues have already been covered, especially those concerning organisational
and governance design. We have given such detailed consideration to these issues in order to
demonstrate they can be fully addressed.
The significance of getting the transition phase between the status quo and the full running
of the new trade association right was stressed in responses and elsewhere. We therefore
explain in greater depth in the next chapter how the transition phase would work, and in doing
so address the concerns expressed.

7.2 Pensions
It is important to be clear that any trade association integration does not in any way increase
existing pensions liabilities; it merely highlights what these pension liabilities are and indeed
presents an opportunity to consider how best to address them. Hence pensions are
considered separately here and not as part of the cost-benefit analysis.
Of the four core trade associations in scope, the CML and BBA both have closed defined
benefit pension schemes. At the last valuation, the CML’s was in surplus whilst the BBA’s was
in deficit and exceptional payments are being made into the BBA scheme to address this. Both
schemes are closed to future accrual and defined contribution schemes have been set up in
their place.
PUK and UKCA have no existing pension liabilities. However, the majority of the PUK and UKCA
staff are supplied through the UKPA and UKPA does have a closed defined benefit pension
scheme, which it shares with the BBA. The BBA is thought to be liable for 35% of the shared
scheme. The CML’s scheme is shared with the BSA and the CML is liable for 32% of the scheme.
We have taken relevant advice in order to find an appropriate way to address existing pension
liabilities. Based on that we believe there are three approaches that should be considered:


Do Nothing. Although this in theory may be possible ultimately the trustees have the
power to demand the scheme is bought out if the employer cannot demonstrate that the
scheme can be managed on an ongoing basis.



Ring-fencing liabilities. This would ensure, for example, only the BBA’s members were
responsible for supporting the BBA’s defined benefit scheme and other members (e.g.
members of the PUK) were protected. Whilst this may enable the schemes to continue to
run on an ongoing basis, it would be complex to set up and an integrated trade association
and sections of its membership base would remain exposed to pension risk.



Buyout. This is the easiest to implement and would remove all pension risk from both an
integrated trade association and its members.

Buyout or ring-fencing are both credible options.
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A buyout would mean that the cost of this is spread over the relevant membership bases and
also allow the NewTA to start without any legacy pension liabilities. As such it represents a
relatively attractive solution.
Based on recent valuations, which are of course subject to variation in terms of both assets
and liabilities, we estimate a mean total cost of less than £90k for those who are members of
both the BBA and CML and considerably less than that for those who are members of only
one. In line with the last valuation, the average cost per member of buying out the CML’s
defined benefit scheme is likely to be low.
In the event that a buyout cannot be agreed, ring-fencing liabilities also represents a strong
and credible option that would ensure that no member attracts additional pension liabilities
whilst enabling the NewTA to be created.

7.3 BBA Libor liability
As with the issues around pension liability the review will take legal advice to ensure that any
trade association consolidation has no effect on any potential liability arising out of Liborrelated litigation against the BBA currently pending in the United States.
The review will also take legal advice to ensure that BBA members would be free to join the
trade association without concern over possible litigation, and that the new trade association,
or any members of the new trade association who were not previously BBA members, would
not assume any risk, financial or reputational.

7.4 Highest risks and their mitigation
Throughout this document the key risks to successful implementation of our proposal have
been addressed in the most appropriate chapter. However in the interests of clarity we
summarise here the most significant specific risks that the revised proposal would face and
our proposed mitigation for them.

Increase in membership fees for members
Given the commercial pressures members face we understandably received considerable
feedback that any new trade association should not see an increase in membership fees, and
ideally should provide a reduction. Some members of existing trade associations conveyed
that they felt recent increases in fees had been unwelcome.
As we demonstrate through our cost-benefit analysis in Chapter 4 we are confident that
under all plausible scenarios average membership fees would be lower. Indeed we expect
this would potentially be by a significant amount.
Whilst this does not necessarily mean all members would see a reduction in their individual
aggregate membership fees, we would expect that most would. As a minimum the proposed
membership structure outlined in Chapter 5 would provide improved clarity and transparency
over how membership fees are decided. And the member relations team outlined in Chapter
6 would have a responsibility to demonstrate to members how their fees were spent and how
value for money was being delivered.

Loss of technical expertise of existing trade associations
Concern about potentially losing the considerable and much valued technical expertise of
existing trade associations was expressed unambiguously to us as a key issue for many
members. This is entirely understandable and as we demonstrated in our July document
stakeholders also recognise and appreciate that expertise.
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As we outlined in Chapter 6 our proposed organisational design would fully maintain the
requisite range of capability in the new trade association. This would ensure the right level
of expertise for the relevant Product & Service Boards. There would be a clear line of oversight
and support and a specific Board into which this technical expertise would provide advice.
In Chapter 4 we have shown that our expectation is that there would be a very high rate of
job-matching from those in existing positions of technical expertise to the new positions.
We recognise that the process of integration is a delicate one for staff in existing trade
associations. Therefore we are proposing a clear internal communication plan throughout a
transition phase so that current members of staff are kept fully informed at all stages of the
process. A reasonably tightly drawn transition phase, which we are proposing, would also limit
any period of uncertainty.

Transition phase
Both stakeholders and members have made a range of points to us about the dangers of an
extended transition phase between the existing landscape and the new one. Most significant
amongst these are uncertainty for stakeholders, a vacuum in policy and decision making and
the possibility that there is consequential adverse publicity and loss of credibility for the
NewTA.
We have proposed a detailed and timely initial implementation plan as outlined in Chapter 8
which demonstrates how the transition phase can be kept as short as possible whilst also
ensuring good governance. The comprehensive work we are doing in the current phase and
proposing to do in the next phase would allow for the transition phase to be significantly
quicker than it would have been without such foundations being put in place.
Our implementation plan also provides for key interim appointments of specialists in
transition management in premises, finance, HR and IT to lead the work associated with the
start-up.

Loss of focus on business-as-usual
This concern clearly overlaps with the risk above, but the responses of members, and to some
extent stakeholders, also emphasised that there were specific risks around the ‘Business-AsUsual’ capacities of existing trade associations becoming diminished during the transition
phase ahead of the NewTA being fully established.
This risk would be most significant for the industry if there was a major public policy proposal
from Government or regulators which the industry needed to respond to or if there was a
high-profile breaking issue which had an impact at an industry-wide level.
As outlined above, keeping the transition phase as tight as possible is a significant mitigation
to this risk in its own right, because it decreases the chance that a major event will occur
during the phase. Our proposed mitigation for preventing a loss of technical expertise would
also prove helpful in this respect as it should ensure a continuation of institutional knowledge.
In addition, as we outline in Chapter 8, we propose committing dedicated resources to
delivering the implementation programme. This would ensure that existing members of staff
would not be required to work on the implementation programme rather than their existing
work.
Further our implementation plan carefully builds from the bottom up, which would ensure
firm foundations for the NewTA. This means that outward facing aspects of the trade
association would only transfer when the back office functions are fully in place to support
them.
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IT failure
We recognise that any significant change project entails IT risks. This is true of this project,
especially given the importance of fully functioning IT to support work in complex technical
areas such mortgages, payments and cards.
In order to mitigate this the implementation plan in Chapter 8 proposes allocating significant
resource to providing for experienced IT professionals to work on the transition phase. We
would not expect a ‘go-live’ for the NewTA until it was clear that the new IT was fully
functioning and had passed appropriate stress testing.

Loss of voice for smaller or niche members
Finally we note that this risk is the subject of detailed discussion in the chapter on governance.
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8 Proposed implementation plan
8.1 Introduction
We have developed an initial implementation plan, underpinned by the following working
assumptions:


The membership of all four trade associations currently within the core of the revised
proposal decide to support our recommendation and wish to move to implementation;



These decisions are taken by the end of February 2016 at the latest; and,



A new company limited by guarantee is established into which the existing trade
associations integrate.

8.2 Making transition arrangements work
Any period of transition poses significant challenges for the financial services industry which
must be properly addressed. A balance must be struck between reducing uncertainty by rapid
completion of implementation, and rushing the creation of such a significant organisation.
To enable ourselves to best mitigate the risks of the transition process we have examined a
number of comparable situations in other industries and countries. On this basis we believe
there is merit in any transition phase having the following features:


The new trade association would start by establishing the new company, making key
appointments such as Chair, (interim) CEO and Interim HR Director, and implementing the
governance structure, infrastructure, development and critical logistics issues.



Existing trade associations would continue to lead on representation (i.e. advocacy,
communications and policy) until the NewTA was fully up-and-running, with increasingly
close coordination during this period.



Dedicated project management resource would be made available to assist in the process.



Governance arrangements would permit close coordination between Program leadership
and existing trade associations.

Our detailed timeline suggests that it is reasonable to prepare a soft launch of the organisation
in May 2016 followed by a full operational launch on 1 November 2016, should members wish
to proceed.

8.3 Approach to integration
The implementation plan is predicated on the assumption that the four trade associations in
scope agree to a formal integration. This means the NewTA would represent a coming
together of the predecessor organisations, in order to then be replaced by a wholly new one.
We have considered the alternative option, which was proposed by some respondents, of an
entirely new trade association without links to the existing trade associations. However, we
felt that the risks generated from the loss of institutional knowledge, technical expertise and
the significant risks and costs of a period of dual running clearly were too great.
Under integration it is important to think carefully about how to build a new organisational
culture. The new name and brand would be demonstrable indicators of this, but far more is
necessary as we outline in Chapter 6.
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Our intention is to identify and integrate the many strengths of the existing core trade
associations whilst at the same time meeting challenges set out by stakeholders and described
in the July Document. The initial implementation plan below should be read alongside the
organisation design outlined in Chapter 6, and demonstrates how we would propose to deliver
a world class trade association.

8.4 Lessons learnt from mergers of other organisations
We have examined the mergers that led to a number of comparable organisations. Whilst the
situations are not identical, they have been able to inform our thinking. The key mergers we
have looked at in depth are listed below:


Association for Financial Markets in Europe (AFME);



Build UK;



Office of Communications (OFCOM);



Banking & Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI).

In addition, we gained insight from a 2012 review by Audit Scotland of nine recent public
sector integrations2. Eight of these have operating budgets that are comparable to, or larger
than, that of the combined trade associations.
Drawing on these has significantly influenced and enhanced the implementation plan. In
particular, we have given consideration to the following points:


Early appointments to key positions, both permanent and interim.



A clearly defined and accountable budget.



Early appointment of interim HR Director to expedite transition process.



The importance of a strong and engaged Chair and CEO, with appropriate support, prior
to launch.



Creating a vibrant and effective new culture.



Appropriate due diligence.



Engagement of members throughout the process.



Clear communication, both external and internal, of how the transition phase would work
and hence clarity for both staff and stakeholders.

Perhaps the most crucial lesson from previous mergers, certainly one repeated time and time
again by those who evaluated them, is the importance of early appointments to key positions.
This gives appointees a far better chance to overcome any issues that may arise in the run up
to the launch.
In light of this, we have benchmarked the lead time we have given those in key positions to
the major public sector mergers evaluated by Audit Scotland. Under our implementation plan,
each of the chairman, interim CEO, and permanent CEO, would have more time to prepare
before the operational launch than their counterparts had in either all or three of the four
Scottish mergers.3

2
3

Audit Scotland, ‘Learning the lessons of public body mergers’, June 2012.
Although the study looked at nine mergers, only four lead times were given for each of these positions.
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Figure 10 shows the months from key appointments to operational launch in a number of
integrations.
Figure 10: Comparison of the time from key appointments to operational launch in a number of
integrations
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8.5 Implementation work streams
The operational challenges associated with the integration of trade associations is actually
fairly small compared to those of major businesses or complex parts of the public sector such
as hospital trusts.
Nevertheless, a significant amount of work would be needed to integrate the existing
organisations effectively, especially if the risks associated with prolonged uncertainty for staff
and other stakeholders are to be avoided.
We would anticipate that integration work would be organised through 12 work streams.
Table 4 sets out the anticipated work streams and their key activities. This is not intended to
be exhaustive and would certainly be added to by the findings of a due diligence exercise.
Table 4: Implementation work streams and key activities
Work stream
Key activities
1 Organisational Design
 Review of organisational design following
decisions
 Finalisation of organisational functions
 Support strategy for delivery of financial
efficiencies
2 Governance
&
Company  Create legal entity/entities
Secretarial
 Appoint legal advisors
 Develop integration agreements and preceding
MOUs/heads of terms
 Establish and support (Shadow) Board
 Establish Secretariat function
 Appoint Chairs of Product & Service Boards
 Appoint auditors
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Work stream
Key activities
3 Human
Resources
&  Engage head hunters for searches
Organisational Development
 Design package for Chairman, CEO and
leadership team
 Workforce due diligence
 Development and implement workforce
communications plan
 Develop detailed workforce and organisational
development strategy
 Workforce transition process and recruitment
strategy
 Integrate HR systems
 Integrate HR compliance (workforce data)
 BAU workforce and organisational development
strategy
4 Premises
&
Facilities  Premises & facilities due diligence
Management
 Carry out initial premises & facilities options
appraisal post decision.
 Premises & facilities strategy
 Space planning
 Develop ‘fit out’ plan and implement
 Develop and implement any relocation plan
 Establish lease management processes
 Establish facilities contracts management
processes
 Review/establish European or regional presence
 Negotiate with existing landlords and
minimisation of any exit penalties
5 Communications, Engagement  Develop and implement Initial Communications
& Member Relations
Plan (including workforce communications,
working with HR & Organisational Design work
stream)
 Determine name and register domains
 Develop
and
implement
detailed
communications engagement and member
relations strategy
 Website content development
6 Information
 IT due diligence
Technology/Information
 Develop IT strategy
Management
 Develop IT integration plan
 Develop information governance and data
security strategy
 Website infrastructure
 Transfer/integrate IT systems and databases
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Work stream
7 Finance

8

Strategy

9 Policy & advocacy
10 Research & technical capacity

11 Commercial
12 Legacy obligations

Key activities
 Financial due diligence
 Update and finalise cost-benefit analysis
following due diligence
 Update and refine implementation plan budget
for agreement
 Design and set up/integrate new financial
systems and processes
 Develop long-term financial strategy
 Develop and obtain sign off on detailed budget
for years 1-2.
 Develop member value strategy
 Develop overarching strategy
 Develop policy & advocacy strategy
 Develop research, technical capabilities and
business critical functions safeguarding plan
 Research and technical capability audit, needs
assessment and strategy developed
 Develop commercial strategy
 Legal Due diligence
 Develop detailed legacy obligations options
appraisal
 Negotiate MOUs with existing trade associations
 Detailed review of pensions and other workforce
obligations
 Negotiation and agreement with pensions
trustees

We anticipate that the majority of the resource used to support implementation would be
brought in from outside the existing trade associations, as many interested parties wish to
ensure that existing trade associations have sufficient focus on their business-as-usual
activities.
In addition to this existing trade association expertise would be used as appropriate to ensure
a smooth integration process. This could be formalised through the establishment of an
Existing TA Advisory Panel.

8.6 Implementation governance
Figure 11 shows how the governance of the programme could be structured:
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Figure 11: Programme governance for implementation

We anticipate that the governance arrangements for the programme of integration would be
established swiftly following a decision by trade association members to proceed. The key
bodies and individuals that we anticipate would fall within the governance structure are
outlined in detail in Appendix 4 and summarised as:


Members’ Panel;



Existing Trade Association Advisory Panel;



The Programme Director/Interim CEO;



The Programme Support Team;



The Programme Strategy Group;



The Programme Delivery Group;



Work stream leads.

8.7 Due diligence
Due diligence and/or expert review is likely to be undertaken by third party external advisors
in the following areas: Financial, legal, pensions and other legacy obligations to staff, premises
& facilities, information technology, and human resources. Funding for due diligence has been
included in the cost-benefit analysis as part of the implementation plan costs.

8.8 Timeframe for implementation
Working on the assumption that the existing core trade associations have made their
decisions by the end of February 2016 we believe the following is a credible timeframe:


An early appointment of a Chair, likely to be in March.



Process of legal incorporation in March and April.
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Appointment of interim CEO, permanent CEO, interim HRD and other interim positions in
April/May (although the CEO may not formally take up their post until some time
subsequently).



A soft launch at the start of May.



Appointments to all roles over the summer, starting with senior positions.



A full operational launch at the start of November 2016.
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9 Our recommendation
9.1 Our revised proposal
We have tested our revised proposal by carefully considering responses and stakeholder
feedback, in particular in relation to the effectiveness of representation, by developing a
detailed cost-benefit analysis and considering the expected subsequent impact on costs. We
have also examined a range of risks and other factors that would need to be addressed in
order for our revised proposal to be judged to be a sensible change. Through an initial
implementation plan we have established how such a new trade association could be
successfully created.
In light of this analysis we are clear in providing a recommendation to create a new trade
association by integrating the remits, skills and capabilities of the CML, PUK, UKCA and BBA
into a wholly new organisation. These four trade associations should form the core of the
NewTA, but the new trade association would also look to agree to integrate the ABFA as well,
beginning with seeking to agree an immediate formal relationship. It would be likely to
establish a capability to serve likely members’ interests in the mortgage intermediary market.
It would also establish close relationships and coordination with the BSA and FLA, with a view
to further cooperation in the future. We described UKPA as in scope in July and we retain this
view, and now propose a similar approach to FFA UK as a key partner for the proposed new
body. They would both have materially reshaped relationships if the new trade association
was created.

9.2 How the recommendation could be implemented
Each of the relevant trade associations has its own governance arrangements. However all
could adopt a similar approach of holding an initial discussion at a board meeting in December,
potentially holding a special board meeting in January to discuss the recommendation in full
and then making a recommendation to their full membership. The full membership could then
meet in February to debate and determine their view of the recommendation.
We invite members of the seven in-scope organisations to respond with their views at
feedback@tradeassociationsreview.com as to whether or not they agree, in principle, with
our recommendation. We would also be very pleased to hear from any other interested
parties as well. We would welcome views being expressed as soon as possible and ideally by
the end of the year to allow us to convey these views to the respective Board meetings of inscope organisations.
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Appendix 1: Purposes and attributes of a world class trade association
Purposes:

Attributes:
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Appendix 2: Possible internal structure for Product & Service Boards
Each Product & Service Board could set up Standing Policy Councils to consider matters requiring
specialist and technical expertise in specific, focussed policy areas. These would then report to the
relevant Product & Service Board, or Boards if they were jointly commissioned.
The Product & Service Board would determine the membership of each Standing Policy Council, but
we would expect them to be member led with some outside input, including from the Consumer and
SME panels, as appropriate.
Standing Policy Councils could in turn commission time-limited project working groups to cover
emerging issues which require the trade association’s consideration. These would be led by the
relevant Director with staff support and may also include external expertise. They would be wound
up on completion of their project.
This is summarised in Figure 12:
Figure 12: Proposed governance structure supporting the Product & Service Boards
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Appendix 3: Suggested Terms of Reference for Boards and Committees
Main Board:














To set the strategy and approach for the organisation;
To determine policy positions on high-level industry-wide issues (e.g. consumer confidence,
overall regulatory environment);
To deal with critical overarching issues of clear common interest to the wider membership;
To promote the industry’s reputation and manage reputational risk;
To devolve to the Product & Service Boards and Priority Strategy Committees;
To manage significant differences of views and/or policy between members which are
selectively elevated to it;
To be responsible for the brand of the trade association;
To agree the structure of membership fees;
To agree the organisation’s budget;
To set the tenor of values and culture;
To set organisational objectives and oversee their delivery;
To oversee the activities of the senior management and to evaluate their performance; and,
To ensure the governance and structure remains relevant to the industry as it evolves.

Product & Service Boards
Personal:
Areas covered: savings, loans and current accounts, and other retail products
Remit:
 To ensure well-functioning savings, loans and current account markets for consumers.
 To be the principal policy-making body for savings, loans, and current account only matters.
 To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
 To promote the personal market and the service provided therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Mortgages:
Areas covered: mortgages, intermediary mortgage lenders,
We assume this would include mortgage brokers and commercial mortgages.
Remit:
 To ensure a well-functioning mortgage market for consumers and commercial organisations.
 To be the principal policy-making body for mortgages.
 To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials, etc.).
 To promote the mortgages market and the services provided therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Payments and cards:
Areas covered: payments, cards, merchant acquiring
Remit:
 To ensure well-functioning payments, cards and merchant acquiring markets.
 To be the principal policy-making body for payments, cards and merchant acquiring matters.
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To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
To promote the payments, cards and merchant acquiring markets and the services provided
therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To commission work from the design and delivery unit and oversee its performance.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Commercial:
Areas covered: SMEs, large corporates, asset finance, asset based finance.
Remit:
 To ensure a well-functioning commercial market for businesses.
 To be the principal policy-making body for commercial-only matters.
 To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
 To promote the commercial market and the services provided therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Wealth and Asset Management:
Areas covered: wealth and asset management.
Remit:
 To ensure a well-functioning WAM market.
 To be the principal policy-making body for WAM-only matters.
 To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
 To liaise with other WAM trade associations.
 To promote the sector wealth and asset management market and the services provided
therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Investment/Wholesale:
Areas covered: investment/wholesale.
Remit:
 To ensure a well-functioning investment/wholesale market.
 To be the principal policy-making body for investment/wholesale-only matters in the UK.
 To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
 To promote the investment/wholesale and the services provided therein.
 To manage reputational risk in the area.
 To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
 To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.
Asset Based Finance (pending further discussions with ABFA)
Areas covered: invoice finance and asset based lending.
Remit:
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To ensure a well-functioning asset based finance market.
To be the principal policy-making body for asset based finance-only matters.
To engage with stakeholders at an appropriate level (media, regulators, officials etc.).
To promote the asset based finance market and the services provided therein.
To manage reputational risk in the area.
To oversee and ensure technical expertise and high-quality relevant data.
To elevate any matters of industry-wide (as opposed to a specific Product & Service area)
relevance to the Main Board.

Specialist Committees:




To convene to discuss matters of common interest;
To articulate a distinctive view where that is appropriate and to advise the relevant Product
& Service Board(s) and/or Main Board of their position; and,
To make recommendations to the relevant Product & Service Board for those specific issues
which affect only that area.

Priority Strategy Committees:







To convene to discuss matters of cross-cutting, industry-wide interest;
To recommend policy and advise the Main Board/Product & Service Boards of any action to
be taken;
To understand where there are different and potentially conflicting views among members;
To commission, oversee, and monitor the work of the senior management on the relevant
subject;
To ensure appropriate communication with members on issues; and,
To liaise with relevant key stakeholders to discuss policy.

Consumer and SME Advisory Groups:






To ensure that the NewTA is mindful at all times of the consumer and SME perspective.
To act as a voice for consumers and SMEs to the trade association and its members and, when
and if necessary, be a critical friend to it.
To help inform the trade association’s decision-making by raising specific issues of consumer
and SME interest.
To identify and advise on key issues in maintaining consumer/SME confidence and
consumer/SME focus.
To help the trade association to promote the wider public interest in a successful and
competitive financial services industry, as well as helping to build and maintain public trust.

Operating Committee:



To deal with operational matters under a set materiality threshold (at which decisions should
be raised to the Main Board).
To report to the Main Board regularly.
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Appendix 4: Draft role and remit of implementation bodies
Members’ Panel
We would anticipate the formation of a member’s panel that would act as the body with ultimate
oversight of the programme of integration. Its role would be strategic and it would meet once a
month for the duration of the programme. Once the formal Board of the newly integrated trade
association is established it would take over this role. The responsibilities of the Member’s Panel
would be:


To hold the PD to account for delivery of the Programme;



Oversight of benefits realisation and driving up member value;



Oversight of strategic risks; and,



Mitigating major strategic issues when escalated by the PD.

Existing Trade Association Advisory Panel
The existing trade associations would have a crucial role to play in the process. They are a key part of
the transition phase and using their expertise would be imperative. We propose to formalise this
through the creation of an Advisory Panel which:


Supports the PD and work stream leads with implementation planning and delivery;



Supports transfer of business activities where appropriate, e.g. contract continuation;



Supports communications and engagement with legacy staff; and,



Works towards minimisation of stakeholder confusion and other risks related with the period
of transition.

Programme Director (PD)/Interim CEO
The Programme Director would have overall responsibility for the delivery of the Programme of
integration. We would anticipate that an interim appointment to this role would need to be made,
pending the appointment of the CEO of the organisation, in order to minimise the any period of
inactivity.
However a balance would need to be struck, as lessons from other mergers show only a limited
amount of organisational design work can be finalised prior to the appointment of the CEO, as they
would wish to shape the organisation in accordance with their own vision for it.
The responsibilities of the PD would be:


Oversight of entire Programme;



Hold to account work stream leads;



Ensures appropriate coordination of work streams;



External stakeholder engagement;



Ownership of strategic risks;



Unblocking issues; and,



Overall responsibility for third party advisors.
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Programme Support Team (PST)
In line with existing best practice the role of the PST would be to provide the Programme
management and governance infrastructure to the programme. Its responsibilities would be:


Day-to-day responsibility for project management of the programme using core PMO
functions;



Development and maintenance of the project plan;



Tracking and reporting of progress against project plan;



Tracking of delivery of benefits;



Ownership of risks and issues logs; and,



Tracking of spend against budget.

In addition we see the Programme Support Team providing strategic advice and support on all
elements of the implementation. This would include:


Emerging strategy;



Governance and its development;



Evolution and development of policy/technical capability;



Coordination of communications, both internal and external for the implementation and
transition teams; and,



Liaison with key stakeholders as appropriate.

Programme Strategy Group (PSG)
The PSF would be a fortnightly strategic level meeting of the work stream leads and work stream
supporters chaired by the PD. The PST lead would also be in attendance. The responsibilities of the
group would be:


Delivery of strategic objectives and benefits;



Planning and delivery coordination;



Identification and management of strategic risks; and,



Ownership of programme budget.

Programme Delivery Group (PDG)
The PDG would be also be fortnightly meeting of the largely same people as the PSG, but with an
operation focus. Its responsibilities would be:


Detailed implementation planning and delivery;



Ensuring operational targets are delivered;



Ensuring programme interdependencies are identified and aligned; and,



Identification and management of operational risks.
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Work stream leads
External resource would act as work stream leads. In time it would be likely that these would be
taken over by the corresponding executive for NewTA. Work stream lead’s responsibilities include:


Day-to-day planning, coordination and delivery of the individual work streams;



Management of work stream resource;



Identification and management of work stream risks;



Responsibility for work stream level budgets; and,



Day-to-day management of third-party advisors.
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Appendix 5: Previous papers of the review
Previous papers of the review process can be found here:
http://www.tradeassociationsreview.com
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